Clinical Validation of FISH Assay for Early Detection of Esophageal Cancer
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Innovation Summary: Barrett’s Esophagus (BE) mostly develops in Market Applications: Stratification of high-risk BE patients and
patients with gastroesophageal reflux disease (GERD); and may
develop into esophageal adenocarcinoma (EA) following the
metaplasiaàdysplasiaàcancer sequence. Although patients with BE
have a 120-fold higher risk of developing EA, only 30% actually
develop cancer, others just have benign BE. However, there are no
tools available to predict if the BE will clinically progress to EA or
remain benign. The current standard of care is to determine the stage
of disease histologically and if dysplastic, surgically remove the tissue
indiscriminately. This not only increases the cost of medical care from
post-surgical complications but also affects the quality of life of the
BE patients who are not at risk for EA. Dr. Bajpai's team has
discovered several chromosomal translocation events that appear
before malignant transformation of the BE cells in a human
gastroesophageal reflux disease model 1,2. In pilot studies, with the
help of novel DNA probes and fluorescence in-situ hybridization
(FISH) assay, Dr. Bajpai and her team detected these events in human
EA and not in the benign BE tissues. These results may one day enable
the screening of patients with Barrett’s epithelium for the risk of
developing esophageal adenocarcinoma.

early detection of esophageal adenocarcinoma

Potential Social and Economic Impact:

• Gastro-esophageal reflux disease (GERD) affects about 20
percent of the U.S. population3 and chronic GERD poses a
significantly higher risk (120 fold) of BE progressing into fatal
Esophageal adenocarcinoma4. Earlier detection, at the stage of
pre-adenocarcinoma would produce more favorable patient
outcomes.
• The annualized mean net costs in the initial year of diagnosis of
cancer of the esophagus in men 65+ is estimated to be $79,822
with continuing costs of $6,450 per year5.
• Patients that do not present with the translocation events (low
risk) may be able to avoid unnecessary invasive exams and
procedures. This would reduce healthcare costs and improve
the quality of life of patients.

Next R&D Steps:

• Further clinical validation on human tissue samples
• Development of a kit and pathology workflow

The team is now developing a kit based screening method that would
be run on small biopsy samples retrieved from patients during an References:
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gold standard histological method that suffers from subjectivity.

Advantages:

• Objective test for cancer risk in BE patients
• Can be combined with traditional pathology procedures
• Early detection of cancer, allowing early intervention and
expanding treatment options
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